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ENLIST RED GROSS AID
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Nearly $400,000 Spent in United
States
Greek Refugee
Work Completed.

•

For its preparedness

to render

r®

lief through effective and generous

aid
to the sufferers
from disaster
the
American Red Cross is universally reI garded as the one organization from
which response to appeal for help is
immediate.
In the last year, according to the annual report of the Red
| Cross, its disaster relief operations
were carried out in 110 localities in
the United States.
This work, with
activities carried over
the previous year, required the expenditure in
the United States of
by

e¥e„

j

Jor

COMFORT
in the
morningj

srom

j

j

the American Red Cross, its Chapters
i

and Branches.
In the emergency following the defeat of the Greek forces
in Turkey and the burning of the city
?
of Smyrna, which entailed the relief
of nearly 900,000 men* women and
children, Red Cross National Headquarters expended $2,605,696.09.
The
food distributed in Greece aggregated
25,000 tons; garments, 809.000; blankets, 48,550; new shoes, 5,000 . pairs; If
jj
f
medical, hospital and sanitary sup
plies, 304 tons.
In the feeding of the If
j
refugees there was listed upwards of
82,000 children under three years of ?
age.
?

roomful right where
and when it is needed:
sick-room or guestroom, living-room,
hallway or bath—no fire
to lay—coal, wood or
ashes to lug— only the
touch of a match! And
no “oily” smell—Pearl
Oil is refined and rethe clear,
refined
bright flame consumes
it entirely.
When you order, remember “coal oil” and
“kerosene” are simply
generic terms for kerosene of all kinds—good, bad and indifferent. Make sure you get
the highest quality kerosene only refined by

X

The disasters

Xx

in the United States

year reported 240 persons killed, 991 injured, 12,691 rendered homeless.
The total property
loss was estimated at $20,710,000.
Relief of suffering caused by disasters of such magnitude as to overwhelm the resources of the communities in which they occur is fundamental to the charter of the American
Red Cross. In addition to making appropriations from its treasury and assigning trained
personnel
to relief
work, the Red Cross in disaster centralizes and makes more effective relief funds and supplies contributed by
the country at large.
Since 1881 the Red Cross has administered more than $20,000,000 for
the single purpose of disaster relief.
That it may continue to accept the responsibilities
which grave emergencies place upon the American Red
Cross appeal is made for a nationwide renewal of membership during
the annual roll call, which opens on
Day, November
11, and
Armistice
closes on Thanksgiving Day, November 29.
during the past

Red Cross Roll Call
November 11th to 29th
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safety habits

among
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! the national
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the school
children
of the
highUnited States relative to the
ways.
The prizes to the school children
national,
are divided into state and
prizes for
each state being awarded
the best three essays from it, while
three prizes are to be offered to the
best three essays chosen from
the
j state prize essays. No state prizes
are offered for the 'lesson contest of
j the teachers.
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to
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cent they
to deny their whims, who make it
a life rule to put by in bank a part
of all the money thev earn.

A real reason for Thanksgiving
with
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belong

who

keep

all their funds,

who

to

folks

get full value for every
spend, who have the will

is an account
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! UNION BANK & TRUST CO.
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Winslow, Arizona
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offered for the
best safety lesson paper from the
teachers are, first prize, SSOO in cash
and a trip to Washington, all expenses paid, second prize, S3OO in cash;
and third prize, S2OO in cash.
The
lesson must be on the subject, “Training Children in Habits of Safety and
the Highways.” It must be not less
than 1,000 nor more than 3,000 words
in 'length.
The contest is open to all
in the
elementary school
teachers
Trip to Washington
The writer of the essay chosen by lower grades including the eighth. It
must be submitted not
later
than
the board as the best in the United December
4, 1923, and must be writStates will get a trip to Washington,
all expenses paid and a gold watch. ten on one side of the paper only.
The lesson may take the form
The state prizes will consist of a gold
best
the teacher
considers
medal and sls for first prize, a silver which
medal and $lO for second prize and presents the subject, such as a lecture, recitation, game or drama.
bronze medal and $5 for third prize.
The highway board states that in
The contest for the school children
is open to all pupils of the fifth, sixth, | the past two years by means of these
it has been
successful
in
seventh and eighth grades,
14 years contests,
old and under. The essay must be j reducing the percentage of traffc acfatalities,
which in 1922
on the subject “Highway Habits
I | cidents and
of approximately
Should Learn,” and must not exceed ; recorded a total
14,500
350,000
killed
and
about
in500 words in length. It must be subjured.
December
4,
mitted no 'later than
o
1923, to the school teacher who will
in turn forward it to the city or counORGANIZED
ty superintendent to be forwarded to
Mr. Case’
office.
Pam, the colored driver of an ox
The essays must be written on one
side of the paper only with pen and team, saw a little lizard crawling up
ink or typewriter, and must bear the a tree. He flourished his long whip
name, school and home address
of and very deftly snapped
off the lizthe writer in the upper left hand corard's head.
Further along the road,
ner of the first page. Each essay with skillful precision, he picked a
must be illustrated by an original horsefly off the fence with the same
drawing, appropriate photograph
or weapon.
His skill as a marksman was
clipping for a magazine
or
newsnext exhibited on a chipmunk
that
paper.
showed his head above the ground.
Mr. Case in accordance
with a reA white companion
quest from the
highway
finally said:
education
board will appoint a board of judges j “Sam, take a crack at that hornet’s
to review the essays submitted from nest.”
Sam grinned
and replied:
the state and select the three best j “No sub, no, sub, boss; them fellahs
essays as the state
prize winners. ; is awganized.”
These three essays will be forwarded
to the highway board
to compete
No Arrest.

As we near the time of year to
count our blessings we may well observe that many of the best things
for which people can give devout
thanks come to them through industry and good husbandry.
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Pearl Oil! Heat by the

J

way to use
a dollar?

Thrift Is Bountiful
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Can you think

«
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morning—there’s nothing so gratifying as the
warmth from a good
oil heater filled with

«

Noon, night or

i
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the Standard Oil Com-

pany’s special process.
Ask for Pearl Oil by
name.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(California)
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with the three best essays from the
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He humped into her car.

other states for the national prizes.
Chance for Arizona Students
superintendents

to urge
to enter the contest and
for the prizes offered.
Ari-
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‘‘No wonder

I didn’t see

along.

her on the

j

“And did you?”
I couldn’t decide on
“Not exactly.
which cheek, and so I kissed her in be-

“She said
cheek.”

1 could

both.”

kiss

Klods

Copenhagen

Hans.
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CITY MEAT MARKET j
Cured and Fresh Meats
COMPLETE

LINE OF

FRESH

FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES
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SerTlce Our Motto
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Then the traffic cop waved them all
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highway
offered by the
education
::
board of the United
departStates
grade
ment of education to the
sphool
pupils of the United States for’ the |
best essay on the subject. ‘‘Highway
Safety Habits 1 Should Learn”, in the ::
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$6,500 have been
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“Such a tiny hand,” murmured

my

A Compromise in Kissing.
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Unequaled as an
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young man.
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zona, he declared,
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girl indignantly.

urges all of the teachers
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Mr. Case
and school

safety campaign
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board according to an announcement
1-I-l-l-l-M'M-l-l-l-l I I I i
received by C. O. Case, state super- 1—
public
intendent
of
instruction.
Prizes also have been offered to the
elementary school teachers
of the
United States for the best paper on
safety lessons.
Mr. Case replied to the
highway

hoard

education

assuring

the board

i

j

a list of the names of all county and
state

The

superintendents

with

in

their addresses.
highway board in extending

the

'

The Palace

Meat Market

Pure Meats and Poultry
Groceries

an

and Vegetables

invitation to the school children and
the

elementary

school teachers

state through Mr. Case
in the safety essay and

contests,

states

that

in the

to participate
safety lesson
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PURVEYORS

of the hearty co-operation of the Arizona department
of education and his
office. Mr. Case also sent the board
city school
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